The following generalization of the Poincaré-Hopf index theorem is proved: If S is an isolated invariant set of a flow on a manifold M , then the sum of the Hopf indices on S is equal (up to a sign) to the Euler characteristic of the homology Conley index of 5 .
One of the classical results in dynamical systems relating local and global information is the Poincaré-Hopf index theorem. If 777 is a vectorfield on a compact manifold M with isolated zeros, then the intersection number of 37 with the zero section of TM is defined to be the sum of the Hopf indices of the zeros: 1(37) = ^2tx(37) ■ If Af is without boundary or if 37 is outward on dM, the Poincaré-Hopf theorem asserts that the intersection number of 3? is equal to the homological Euler characteristic of M: x(M) = 1(37). See [4, 7] .
This has the restriction that the local information (the Hopf indices) is only related to the global information (the Betti numbers) when the vectorfield is outward on the boundary. Pugh [8] removes this restriction in the case of generic contact of 37 with dM by relating the intersection number to a sum of Euler characteristics: 1(37) = x(M,dM) + £/(Zcl ,T), where Z?'_ is the "z'-codimensional exit region" and V is its boundary.
In this paper, we further develop this result by relating the Hopf index and intersection numbers to the Conley index for dynamical systems. Suppose that X is a smooth vectorfield on M, with S G M an isolated invariant set of the induced flow. Then the intersection number of 37 on a neighborhood of S is (up to a sign) the Euler characteristic of the homology Conley index of 5 in M, the Conley-Euler number x(At;S) ■ 1° particular, if all zeros on 37 on S are nondegenerate, then the Conley index and the Hopf index are related by the formula (-l)nX(M;S) = ¿2ix(3?).
There are two aspects to this result. First, it gives the Hopf index and intersection numbers a homological interpretation in a broad setting. Second, it shows that the properties of the Hopf index, such as additivity, stability, etc., are also properties of Conley-Euler numbers. To develop the theorem, we first describe the relevant portions of the Conley index theory (cf. [2, 10] ) and establish the appropriate notation for comparing the Hopf and Conley indices.
Given a flow on a manifold M, a set S G M is an isolated invariant set if there exists a compact set tV with S c intM(N) and the maximal invariant set in N. Given such an S, a compact pair (N,L+) is an index pair for S in M if cl(N\L+) is an isolating neighborhood for S and L+ is a positively invariant exit set for /Y (i.e. any orbit exiting N in forward time first passes through Lf). A similar construction may be made in the reverse flow, producing an index pair (N,L~), with L~ a negatively invariant entrance set for N. Such index pairs exist for all S, and the homotopy type of N/L+ is independent of the index pair chosen. This homotopy type defines the Conley index of S in M.
Robbin and Salamon [9] present a construction of index pairs which will be of particular use to us. By construction a smooth Lyapunov function on a neighborhood of S, they show that a triple (N ,L~ ,L+) can be chosen with N an isolating neighborhood for S with dN = L7~ U L+ , and with the flow entering ZV along V and existing along L+ . Further, L+ and LT can be chosen to be (n -l)-manifolds with boundary, so that N is a "manifold with corners," with those corners contained in L~ n L+ . Then (N ,L+) is an index pair for S in the forward flow; and (N,L~) is an index pair for S in the reverse flow. We will refer to such a triple (N ,L~ ,L+) as an index triple for S in M.
The homology Conley index of (M ; S) is defined by CH+(M;S) = Ht(N,L+), and the Conley-Euler characteristic of (M;S), x+(Af;S), is defined to be the Euler characteristic of CH+(M;S). We will assume that 5 n dM = 0. If M is orientable, the homology indices in the forward and reverse flows are related by a duality isomorphism Dt : CH*_ (M;S)^ CH+ (M ; S) [6] , and the ConleyEuler characteristics are equal up to a sign: x+(AI',S) = (-l)"x~(M;S). If only the forward index is involved, we will write CH^(M;S) for CH*(M;S) and x(AI;S) for x+(Af;S).
Stability in the Conley index is described by continuation. Let A be a pathconnected parameter space and consider a family of vectorfields 37x on M parametrized by A. Let Mx denote M with the flow generated by 37x. It will be useful to reformulate the Hopf index in this language. An isolated critical point set of a vectorfield is a set of critical points C with a compact neighborhood tV such that C c int^ N and C is the maximal critical point set in N (i.e. there are no critical points in N\C). Given a parameterized family of vectorfields 37x, let W(A) = {(CX,X): Cx is an isolated critical point set for 37x}. Note that R may not be one-to-one, nor onto. There can be several isolated invariant sets with the same critical point set, and there can be critical points which are not contained in any isolated invariant set. Our main result shows that R relates the Hopf index and the Conley-Euler number. Form the double Ñ of N along L as follows: L is the intersection with N of a (n -1) submanifold M , with M+ and M~ transverse (Figure la) . Choose a tangent vectorfield on M+ which is transverse to M~ and tangent to M+ along M+ n M~ . This extends to a vectorfield ^ on M which is transverse to M~ on a neighborhood of L+ n L~ and tangent to M+ . The original vectorfield 37 is transverse to LT , so there exists a smooth vectorfield <^(-*) = fx(x) -37(x) + f2(x) -y(x) which is transverse to M~ on L~ and tangent to M+ . Denote 7? solution curves by* {x o t : t g R} . Assume that the vectorfield points outward from N on L~ , and choose e > 0 so that the set of ^-solution curves P = {x o t: x G LT , -e < t < e} is a smooth embedding of L~ x (-e,e) and P+ = {x o t: x G L~ ,0 < t < e} does not intersect tV (Figure lb The goal is to define a vectorfield 37 on N which agrees with 37 on each copy of N, is outward on L+, and is well defined and smooth at LT . The construction of 37 will follow Pugh [8] . On P~ , use the product structure L~ x (s, e) to write 37 as 37h +37v , where 37h and 37v are the horizontal and vertical components of 37. Approximate 37h on P~ by a smooth vectorfield 27h so that 27h=37h on dN(P~) and 27h has only nondegenerate critical points in L~ . As 37 is transverse to L+ , 37h is nonzero on L+ n L~ . X€Ñ\P-,
37 is now a well-defined C vectorfield on À which is outward on Ï7 .
Note that the vertical component of 37 on P~ is a positive multiple 37(x,v) for v > 0, and is zero for v = 0. As 37 is transverse to LT , 37 is nonzero on a neighborhood of LT , which may be taken to include P~ . That is, 37 is nonzero on P~\L~ , and all zeros lie in S U L~ . Then by the Poincaré-Hopf theorem, X(Ñ)j= £,6?UL-ix(&).
Likewise, 37\L~ is tangent to L~ and outward on dL~ = LT n L+, so X(L~) = Y1x€l-lx(&\L~~) • But since L~ is the entrance set of N, 37y points inward on IT and L~ is a repelling set in the 37 flow. That is, at every zero of 37\L~ , i(3fv)=l and t(37) = x(3f \IT). Thus At most of the results can be derived in restricted settings from corresponding properties of the homology Conley index, some comments on the relation of this corollary to previous results are in order.
(i) As was noted above, duality for the Conley-Euler numbers follows from duality for the homology index when M is orientable. Duality for the homology index fails if no neighborhood of 5 in M is orientable.
(ii) If the sets S form a Morse decomposition of S, then additivity follows from the Morse inequalities [3] . The additivity of the Conley-Euler numbers gives less information than the Morse inequalities, but holds in much greater Another special case and application of the theorem are developed in [1] . To show that a class of equations modelling competition of species exhibit exclusion (i.e. have no attractor corresponding to all species surviving), Armstrong and McGehee first show that there are not attracting critical points. To do so, they employ attracting blocks for attractors, and define the Euler number of an attractor A to be the Euler number of an attracting block. In the language of this paper, an attracting block is an index triple of the form (N,dN,4>) , and the Euler number of the block is the Conley-Euler number of the attractor. An attracting critical point would then have Euler number ± 1. However, the class of equations they consider can be perturbed to be fixed-point free, so a Hopf index theorem argument shows that any attractor must have an Euler number of zero.
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